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 and various other measurement and verification tools for today’s complex networks. .The following is an excerpt of the article written by our in-house industry expert, Sandeep Priya. .The third (and final) pillar of CEVA solutions portfolio is DevNet. Here, CEVA provides several product suites that provide a range of development tools. These tools can be used by organizations as part of an
organization’s overall portfolio for software development. .DevNet component of CEVA consists of following solution suites: - ActixS - ActixMonitor - MQSWrapper - ActixArc - ActixS.Net - ActixS.Test - ActixEventHub .DevNet ActixS suite is being used by several customers worldwide to design, develop and deploy large-scale business applications that include backend and frontend features.

ActixMonitor is used for simulation, compliance and test automation. It is used by organizations to test their Cloud-based applications to check their end-to-end quality. MQSWrapper is used for collecting metrics, real-time and historical monitoring from messaging systems. ActixArc is used for testing the end-to-end application performance. ActixS.Net and ActixS.Test are used for various DevOps
software development activities. ActixEventHub is used for creating messaging applications based on Apache Kafka and distributed events and processing in real-time. The solution is mainly used for implementing data streaming applications and event-based applications. The following is an excerpt of the article written by our in-house industry expert, Sandeep Priya. .Most of these DevNet solutions
are cloud-based, and are used to design, develop, test, deploy and monitor large-scale applications. In the following, we’ll see how CEVA’s DevNet solution components are different. .Why is DevNet Different? .DevNet is a part of CEVA solutions portfolio, and is more of a ‘universal’ DevOps solution for a variety of applications. It can be used by organizations to develop and deploy any application,

for different stages of application development, regardless of the application’s size and complexity. .DevNet is used to collect and analyze application performance metrics for all layers of an 82157476af
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